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a b s t r a c t

This paper addresses an analytical and experimental analysis based on the physics of the
Lamb wave propagation and interaction with the discontinuity. An analytical method
called “complex modes expansion with vector projection (CMEP)” is used to calculate the
scattering coefficients (amplitude of the out-of-plane velocity) of Lamb wave modes from
geometric discontinuities. Two cases are considered in this research: (a) a plate with a
pristine stiffener and (b) a plate with a cracked stiffener. Complex-valued scattering co-
efficients are calculated from 50 kHz to 350 kHz for A0 incident waves. Scatter coefficients
are compared for both cases to identify a suitable frequency range to excite Lamb waves
using a piezoelectric wafer active sensor (PWAS) to detect the crack. The frequency-
dependent complex-valued scatter coefficients are then inserted into the global analyt-
ical model. The global analytical solution predicts time domain scattered signal from the
discontinuity. The crack can be detected by comparing the waveforms for pristine stiffener
and cracked stiffener. An experiment was conducted for both pristine stiffener and cracked
stiffener to compare with the analytical results. A long PWAS was placed parallel to the
waveform to create straight crested Lamb wave modes in the plate. Antisymmetric Lamb
wave modes were selectively excited by using two PWAS transducers placed on opposite
sides of the plate and energized by out-of-phase signals. A single-point laser Doppler
vibrometer (LDV) was used to measure the out-of-plane velocity of scattered Lamb waves
on the plate. The obtained experimental results agree well with the analytical predictions.

© 2018 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Lamb waves propagating over long distances and carrying damage-related information facilitate the inspection of a wide
variety of structures. The basic principle of using guided Lamb waves for damage detection in structural health monitoring
(SHM) applications of a structure are based on the investigation of the incident, reflection, transmitted waves, and mode
conversion of Lamb wave modes as they interact with damage. The interaction of Lamb waves with damage is a complex
phenomenon. Existing discontinuity in the structure (e.g., a stiffener, a notch or delamination) makes the physics of wave
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propagation more complicated [1e4]. Lamb wave scattering and mode conversion provide useful information for the
detection of a crack. The structural discontinuity interacts with Lambwaves and acts as a damage source. In practice, it may be
difficult to distinguish the scattered wave field from the overall Lamb wave fields. In this paper, an improved and accurate
analytical global-local method has been introduced to detect crack from a complex structure. The first step towards the goal is
to predict scattered wave fields from the complex structure of the (a) plate with pristine stiffener and (b) plate with cracked
stiffener. Next, comparing the predicted results from pristine stiffener plate and cracked stiffener plate, the effect of crack can
be detected. Analytical prediction is very helpful in designing the experimental implementation of the SHM principle.

In general, damage detection can be divided into two main groups: active detection and passive detection. In active
detection, energy is imparted to the structure using transducers to create elastic waves [5]. These incident waves travel in the
structure, and they are scattered when they encounter damage or sudden change in the geometry or material properties.
Guided wave based non-destructive evaluation (NDE) techniques have been used widely for identifying local damage and
detecting incipient failures in critical structures [6,7]. Guided waves, such as Lamb waves, interact with the damage during
long-range monitoring or inspection to determine the state of the thin-wall isotropic or composite structures [8e10]. The key
parameter is to identify the scatteredwave field due to local damage and flaws. The prediction of the scattering of Lambwaves
from damage has been a major focus for researchers in NDE and SHM. Damage characterization is an inverse problem that
requires fast and accurate prediction of scattered waves [11]. However, the solution of the scattering problem is highly
challenging because of the existence of multiple dispersive Lambwavemodes, which undergo scatter andmode conversion at
the damage location for various frequencies.

Finite element method (FEM), boundary element method (BEM) or other numerical techniques have beenwidely used for
the study of elastic waves propagation due to structural flaws and damage [12e15]. However, FEM and BEM require extensive
computational effort to attain computational accuracy for simulating elastic wave propagation in a large structure. Therefore,
many researchers have adopted semi-analytical finite element (SAFE) method [16,17]. In SAFE approach, in-plane displace-
ments were accommodated using an analytical double integral Fourier transform, while, the transverse displacement
approximated by using finite elements. Doyle published his work on the formulation of the spectral element method (SEM)
for the wave propagation in structures [18]. The frequency domain spectral element method uses shape functions build upon
an analytic solution. Many researchers have adopted an efficient combined global analytical-local FEM analysis [19e22]. The
early applications of this approach consisted of the simultaneous use of the local finite element method and the global
classical variational technique [23]. This method shows a higher computation efficiency as compared to an entire FEM
analysis of the model. The global analytical-local FEM analysis approach couples the global analytical wave expression with
the local FEM analysis around the damage incorporating the wave damage interaction coefficients [19]. However, the FEM
analysis over local damage maybe sometimes time-consuming depending on the size and type of damage. Hence, it is worth
investigating a complete analytical approach in both global and local damage models.

Alleyne et al. [24] studied the interaction of straight crested Lamb with different types of notches using FEM analysis and
results were compared with experiments. The FEM analysis was done by considering straight crested waves. However, for
experimental validation, a circular crested wavefront was used, and at a distance from the source, the circular crested wave
was assumed as a straight crested wave. Lowe et al. [25] also performed a similar type of study by assuming straight crested
Lamb wave. Benmeddour et al. [26] reported the mode conversion phenomenon of symmetric and antisymmetric modes at
notches in a plate. Santhanam et al. [27] have studied the reflection of obliquely incident symmetric and anti-symmetric Lamb
wave modes at the edge of a plate.

In this article, we proposed a complete analytical analysis in both global and local damage region to predict the scattering
of Lambwaves. The overview of the global-local analytical analysis is illustrated in Fig. 1. We demonstrated this approach on a
realistic problem: to detect a horizontal crack in a stiffener on the plate. Two cases are considered: (a) a plate with a pristine
stiffener and (b) a plate with a cracked stiffener. We adopted a local analysis based on complex modes expansion with vector
projection (CMEP) method for determining the scattering coefficients instead of local FEM analysis. CMEP method makes the
current analysis more computationally efficient than the previous global-local FEM analysis [19,20]. The experiments are
conducted to compare the results of the present approach.
Fig. 1. Overview of global-local analytical approach.
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2. Local analysis using CMEP

Two types of geometric discontinuities have been considered to address the current problem: (1) the stiffener on the plate
and (2) the presence of the crack in the stiffener on the plate. The CMEP analysis has been performed in both cases. A similar
concept has been reported by several researchers [1,3,4,28], and the detailed procedure will not be repeated in this paper.

The cross-section of a pristine stiffener and cracked stiffener are shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 respectively. The incident
straight-crested Lamb wave is traveling ðF0; H0Þ from the left towards the stiffener. Upon interacting with the stiffener,
reflected wave modes ðF1; H1Þ, transmitted wave modes (pristine: F3; H3; cracked: F4; H4), and trapped wave modes
(pristine: F2; H2; cracked: F2; H2;F3; H3) in the stiffener will be produced. As shown in Fig. 2, the stiffener is located at x ¼
x0. The plate thickness is h1. The height of the stiffener above the plate is ðh2 � h1Þ, and thewidth of the stiffener is L ¼ 2b. For
the stiffener, height ratio can be defined as Rh ¼ ðh2 � h1Þ=h1, and width ratio as Rw ¼ 2b=h1. For cracked stiffener, the crack
appears at the left end of the stiffener with length equal to plate thickness and crack length ratio is RC ¼ LC=h1. The wave
fields must satisfy the zero-stress boundary condition at the top and bottom of the plate,
Fig. 2. Schematic of Lamb wave interaction with stiffener on a plate.

Fig. 3. Schematic of Lamb waves interaction with a cracked stiffener in a plate.
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syy
��
top & bottom ¼ 0

txy
��
top & bottom ¼ 0

(1)
For a vertical stiffener, boundary conditions are (Fig. 4)

s!2 ¼
�
0; x ¼ x0 � b; h1=2 � y � h2 � h1=2
s!0 þ s!1 x ¼ x0 � b; �h1=2 � y � h1=2

ðleft interfaceÞ (2)

u!0 þ u!1 ¼ u!2; x ¼ x0 � b; �h1=2 � y � h1=2 (3)
!
�
0; x ¼ x0 þ b; h2 � h1=2 � y � h1=2
s 2 ¼
s!3 x ¼ x0 þ b; �h1=2 � y � h2 � h1=2

ðright interfaceÞ (4)

u!3 ¼ u!2; x ¼ x0 þ b; �h1=2 � y � h1=2 (5)
For a cracked stiffener, boundary conditions are (Fig. 5)

s!3 ¼
�

s!2; x ¼ x0; h1=2 � y � h2 � h1=2
s!0 þ s!1; x ¼ x0; �h1=2 � y � h1=2

ðleft interfaceÞ (6)

u!0 þ u!1 ¼ u!3; x ¼ x0; �h1=2 � y � h1=2 (7)
u!2 ¼ u!3; x ¼ x0; h1=2 � y � h2 � h1=2 (8)
!
�
0; x ¼ x0 þ b; h1=2 � y � h2 � h1=2
s 3 ¼
s!4; x ¼ x0 þ b; �h1=2 � y � h1=2

ðright interfaceÞ (9)

u!3 ¼ u!4; x ¼ x0; �h1=2 � y � h1=2 (10)
Fig. 4. Boundary conditions at the stiffener interfaces.

Fig. 5. Boundary conditions at the interfaces of the cracked stiffener.
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s!2 ¼ f0; x ¼ x0 � b; h1=2 � y � h2 � h1=2 (11)
Thus, Eqs. (2)e(11) represent the thickness dependent boundary conditions at the cracked stiffener.
CMEP formulation incorporates the average power flow associated with the reflected, transmitted, and trapped wave

fields. The stress ( s!) and displacement fields ( u!) can be expressed using the complex Lamb wave mode expansion [1,4].
CMEP uses the time-averaged power flow expression, which uses the stress-velocity product. The displacement boundary
conditions are projected onto the conjugate stress vector space of the complex Lamb wave modes, and the stress boundary
conditions are projected onto the conjugate displacement vector space of the complex Lamb wave modes. Therefore, we get
for pristine stiffener

2
6664
A B �D 0
F G 0 �H

J K �L 0
N O 0 �P

3
7775
4N�4N

8>>><
>>>:
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C3F

9>>>=
>>>;

4N�1

¼

8>>><
>>>:

E

0
M

0

9>>>=
>>>;

4N�1
0½Q �4N�4NfCg4N�1 ¼ fRg4N�1

(12)

The coefficient matrices ½A�, ½B�, ½D�, ½E�, ½F�, ½G�, ½H�, ½J�, ½K�, ½L�, ½M�, ½N�, ½O� and ½P� are known matrices containing the vector
projected boundary conditions.

And for cracked stiffener
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(13)
The coefficient CiB; ni
is the unknown amplitude of the ni th mode of backward propagating Lamb waves in Region i,

whereas CiF; ni
is the unknown amplitudes of the ni th mode of forward propagating Lamb waves in Region i. For Eq. (12), the

coefficient matrices ½A�, ½B�, ½D�, ½E�, ½F�, ½G�, ½H�, ½J�, ½K�, ½L�, ½M�, ½N�, ½O� and ½P� are knownmatrices containing the vector projected
boundary conditions. For Eq. (13), the coefficient matrices ½A�, ½B�, ½D�, ½E�, ½F�, ½G�, ½H�, ½I�, ½J�, ½K�, ½L�, ½M�, ½N�, ½O�, ½P�, ½Q �, ½R� , ½S�, ½U�,
½V �, ½W �, ½X� are knownmatrices containing the vector projected boundary conditions. Eq. (12) contains 4N algebraic equations
with 4N unknowns. The unknown amplitudes of the scattered Lamb wave modes are to be solved as follow

fCg4N�1 ¼ ½Q ��1
4N�4N ½R�4N�1 (14)
Eq. (13) contains 6N algebraic equations with 6N unknowns. Eq. (13) can be solved for the unknown amplitudes of the
reflected and transmitted Lamb wave modes as

fCg6N�1 ¼ ½Y��1
6N�6N ½L�6N�1 (15)
2.1. Numerical results and discussion

A vertical stiffener in an aluminum plate with E ¼ 70 GPa, r ¼ 2780 kg/m3, n ¼ 0:33, plate thickness h1 ¼ 4:23 mm, the
height of the stiffener, h2 � h1 ¼ 8:47 mm, stiffener width, 2b ¼ 8:47 mm (Fig. 6a). Therefore, the thickness in region 2, h2 ¼
12:7 mm. Consequently, the stiffener height ratio and width ratio is Rh ¼ h2 � h1=h1 ¼ 2 and Rw ¼ 2b=h1 ¼ 2, respectively.
For a cracked stiffener, the crack length Lc ¼ 4:23 mm is considered (Fig. 6b). The crack ratio is Rc ¼ Lc=h1 ¼1 with respect to
plate thickness.

A0 Lambwavemode is considered as incident wave since laser Doppler vibrometer (LDV) experimental measurement has
been performed and LDV provides better accuracy in out-of-plane velocity of A0 mode. A frequency range of 50 kHze350 kHz
is chosen in this study to avoid higher propagating mode. Convergence studies were performed to determine the total
number of complex modes required for the convergence of both A0 and scattered S0 Lamb wave mode. It was found that
consideration of 35 modes in the expansion can ensure a convergence within 2% error.

Fig. 7 shows the scattered wave (S0 and A0 modes) amplitudes and phase angle for incident A0 modes for both pristine
stiffener and cracked stiffener on the plate. By comparing Fig. 7 (a) and Fig. 7 (c), it can be seen that the dip in the frequency
spectra of scattered wave modes changes due to the presence of a crack. For example, the dip in the frequency spectra for



Fig. 6. Geometry and dimensions (a) pristine stiffener (b) cracked stiffener.

Fig. 7. (a) Normalized amplitude and (b) phase of uy displacement for pristine stiffener and (c) normalized amplitude and (d) phase of uy displacement for
cracked stiffener of scattered wave modes for incident A0 mode.
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reflected A0 mode appears at z190 kHz for the pristine stiffener and z150 kHz for the cracked stiffener. The dips in the
spectra are caused by destructive interference between various waves in the structure.

The presence of the crack modifies the dip in the frequency spectra, and the change depends on the size of the crack. The
amplitude of the A0 transmitted out-of-plane displacement at dip frequency decreases due to the presence of a crack in the
stiffener. A similar comparison can be made for the other wave modes S0 transmitted, S0 reflect, and A0 reflected. The phase
of the in-plane displacement also changes due to the presence of the crack (Fig. 7 (b) and (d)). Therefore, by comparing the
scattered wave modes, there is a clear indication that the crack modifies the frequency response of the scattered wave
amplitudes and phases. Moreover, it gives insight information to choose a suitable frequency range to excite the Lambwave to
get the damage information from the time domain signal. For this particular case, the frequency at 150 kHz would be a good
choice for A0 incident wave to detect the crack.
3. Experiments and comparison with analytical results

This section describes an experimental validation of the global-local analytical results. The analysis of the scattered Lamb
wave has been performed to detect the crack in the stiffener on the plate.
3.1. Experimental procedure

Two aluminum plates are manufactured for conducting the experiments: (a) plate with the pristine stiffener (Fig. 8), and
(b) plate with the cracked stiffener (Fig. 9) with same geometric dimension. Electrical discharge machining (EDM) method
was used to create a crack along the entire length of the stiffener (Fig. 9a). Two 60mm� 5mm� 0.2mm piezoelectric wafer
active sensors (PWAS) are bonded in a straight line on top and bottom surfaces of the plate to create a line source.

In both plates, the PWAS transducers were bonded 200mm away from the stiffener. Two PWAS were excited simulta-
neously with a 180-degree phase difference to generate A0 Lamb waves, selectively. A 3.5 count tone burst at 150 kHz was
applied as excitation signal by using a Tektronics AFG3052C dual channel function generator.
Fig. 8. Aluminum plate with pristine stiffener (a) plate with dimension (b) after applying wave-absorbing clay.



Fig. 9. (a) Aluminum plate with cracked stiffener; 60-mm long PWAS strips are bonded on top and bottom of the plate; zoomed in view of the crack along the
entire length of the stiffener (b) top and bottom view of the plate after applying wave-absorbing clay boundary.

Fig. 10. Experimental setup for LDV scanning to measure the out-of-plane velocity of the scattered wave field.
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Fig. 11. Experimentally measured scattered wave field. The scattered wave straight crested Lamb wave modes using scanning LDV.
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The wave-absorbing clay boundary around the plate was used to avoid reflection from the plate edges. The wave fields
were measured using scanning LDV. Power amplifiers were used to improve the signal to noise ratio to achieve better out-of-
plane velocity signal by LDV. The experimental setup is illustrated in Fig. 10. The LDV scanning results are illustrated in Fig. 11.
It shows that this arrangement of PWAS transducers successfully generated the straight crested A0 Lambwave modes. It also
shows a minimal reflection from the plate edges due to the use of absorbing clay boundaries. Fig. 11b and (c) show the
scattered wave field from pristine stiffener and Fig. 11d and (e) show the scattered wave field from cracked stiffener. These
figures also show that the scattered wave fields are also straight crest waves after interacting with a discontinuity, as
expected.

To compare the scattering coefficients of CMEP and global analytical results with experimental results, the out of plane
velocity (vy) was measured at a point on the plate surface using the LDV. Single point measurement locations are shown in
Fig. 12. The reflected, and transmitted wave fields are measured at 170mm and 200mm, respectively, from the stiffener.



Fig. 12. LDV point measurement locations for comparison between analytical and experimental results.
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3.2. Experiment vs. analytical analysis

In this section, a comparison of the experimental results and the proposed global-local analytical results are compared. At
first, we give the detail steps of the global-local analytical approach. As scattering coefficients have already been determined
as discussed in the previous section, these scattering coefficients are then fed into the global analytical method. Therefore, the
Fig. 13. Flowchart of the steps involved in a global-local analytical approach.
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total approach is analytical. The current manuscript focuses on the comparison between the analytical method and exper-
imental measurement. The entire analytical method comprises two steps: (1) calculation of scattered coefficient for a
particular damage type using CMEP, (2) inserting the coefficients into the analytical framework. The first step took about 30 s
of computation time for calculating the scatter coefficients. The second step took about 10 s of computation time. Hence, we
obtained the total simulation time of about 40 s. This simulation time was obtained for an incident 3-count tone burst time
domain signal for a pair of actuator and sensor, and a crack damage at the center of the actuator and sensor. The main ad-
vantages of this method are:

1. The first step was performed in the frequency domain (harmonic analysis). Thus, a single simulation was sufficient for a
variety of incident tone burst signals with various center frequencies in that frequency domain.
Fig. 14. Experiment vs. global-local analytical results for different scattered Lamb waves from pristine stiffener: (a) analytical reflected waves (b) analytical
transmitted waves (c) FFT of the analytical scattered waves (d) experimental reflected waves (e) experimental transmitted waves (f) FFT of the experimental
scattered waves.
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2. The second step was performed in the time domain for the tone burst signal with a particular center frequency. It can
predict the time domain sensing signals by considering various distances between the actuator and damage, and between
damage and sensors without affecting the computational time.

The algorithm of the steps of the global analytical solution to incorporate the local scattering coefficients is presented by
using a flowchart as shown in Fig. 13. The global analytical solution performed the wave generation by a transmitter, wave
propagation through the structure, incorporation of the scattering coefficients in particular to damage (pristine stiffener and
cracked stiffener, in this case), and detection by a receiver sensor [29]. The whole process utilizes the structural transfer
function, the time domain signal generation, Therefore, the combination of global and local CMEP method provides a
complete analytical solution for Lamb wave scattering and propagation. The following steps are followed for a global
analytical solution.

1. Perform Fourier transform of the time-domain excitation signal to obtain the frequency-domain excitation signal.
2. Calculate the frequency-domain structural transfer function up to the damage location.
Fig. 15. Experiment vs. global-local analytical results for different scattered Lamb waves from cracked stiffener: (a) analytical reflected waves (b) analytical
transmitted waves (c) FFT of the analytical scattered waves (d) experimental reflected waves (e) experimental transmitted waves (f) FFT of the experimental
scattered waves.
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3. Multiply the structural transfer function by the frequency-domain excitation signal to obtain the frequency domain signal
up to the damage location.

4. The wave signal at the damage location takes the damage information by considering transmission, reflection and mode
conversion. Damage can be considered as a secondary wave source at the damage location using frequency-dependent
scatter coefficients.

5. The guided waves from the new wave sources (at damage location) propagate (reflected and transmitted) through the
structure and arrive at the receiver sensing location. Out-of-plane velocity in the frequency domain is calculated at the
receiver location.

6. Perform inverse Fourier transform to obtain the time-domain at receiver sensing location.

The results obtained from the global-local analytical approach are summarized in Figs. 14 and 15. In the global-local
analysis, the signals are calculated at the same location where the signals were obtained experimentally (Fig. 12). The
comparison between analytical and experimental scattered waveform, as well as FFT of the corresponding scattered waves of
the pristine stiffener is illustrated in Fig. 14. Although it is difficult to have exact matching between two time-domain signals,
the FFT of the two signals are in good agreement as depicted in Fig. 14 (c), (f). Also, the reflected and transmitted Lambwaves
show a similar pattern in the time-domain signals and their FFTs.

Fig. 15 shows the comparison of analytical and experimental scattered waveform, as well as FFT of the corresponding
scattered waves for the cracked stiffener. The FFT of the two signals are in good agreement as depicted in Fig. 15 (c), (f). The
reflected and transmitted Lamb waves show a similar pattern in the time-domain signals and their FFTs.

Also, the shifting in frequency response due to the presence of the crack is an important phenomenon to note. The
transmitted A0 Lamb wave has clear dip in frequency spectrum at 150 kHz that can be detected by both analytical and
experimental results. Such information may be useful for crack detection in the complex geometry. This shows that global-
local analytical could be a reliable tool to predict the scattering of the Lamb waves from geometric discontinuities.

4. Conclusion

An efficient analytical global-local method was presented in this paper to determine Lamb wave scattering from a
discontinuity. A local analytical method called CMEP was employed to determine the scattering coefficients. The scattered
wave fields from a discontinuity were expanded in terms of complex Lamb wave modes with unknown scatter coefficients.
These unknown coefficients were obtained from the boundary conditions using a vector projection utilizing the power
expression. Two cases were considered in this research: (a) a plate with a pristine stiffener and (b) a plate with a cracked
stiffener. Complex-valued scattering coefficients are calculated from 50 kHz to 350 kHz for both S0 and A0 incident waves.
The frequency dependent complex valued scattering coefficients are then inserted into the global analytical model. The global
analytical solution provides time domain scattered signal from the discontinuity. An experiment was conducted for both
pristine stiffener and cracked stiffener to compare the analytical results. A long strip PWASwas used to create straight crested
Lamb wave modes in the plate. Antisymmetric Lamb wave mode selectively excited by using two PWAS in out of phase on
opposite sides of the plate. Single point laser Doppler vibrometer (LDV)measurement was done on the plate to obtain the out-
of-plane velocity of scattered Lamb wave fields. The obtained experimental results agree well with the global analytical
predictions.

The combined analytical global-local method is a reliable tool for predicting the scattering of Lamb waves even in a
complex structure. The scattered signals from the global-local method can be used to detect a crack in complex geometry.
FEM, BEM or other numerical techniques require extensive computation time to attain computational accuracy. The analytical
global-local method can predict the scattering signals in seconds instead of hours. Therefore, the combined analytical global-
local method shows remarkable performance regarding computational efficiency. It is also important to obtain scattering
coefficients with sufficient computational accuracy to simulate the scatter signal. CMEP can predict the scattering coefficients
with high computational efficiency.
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